SENNATE OFFICE BUILDINGS:

For Senate offices, you will need to know the building and the room number. In all buildings, the first digit indicates the floor.

Russell (RSOB)
Delaware and Constitution Ave. NE
Three digit room numbers preceded by “SR”. Example: SR 216 is on the second floor of Russell.

Dirksen (DSOB)
First St. and Constitution Ave. NE
Three digit room numbers preceded by “SD”. Example: SD 145 is on the first floor of Dirksen.

Hart (HSOB)
Second St. and Constitution Ave. NE
Three digit room numbers preceded by “SH”. Example: SH 320 is on the third floor of Hart.

HOUSE OFFICE BUILDINGS:

For House offices, you can tell the building and floor by the room number.

Four digit rooms beginning with “2” are in Rayburn (RHOB)
Independence Ave. and South Capitol St. SW
The second digit indicates the floor. Example: 2449 RHOB is on the second floor of Rayburn.

Four digit rooms beginning with “1” are in Longworth (LHOB)
Independence and New Jersey Ave. SE
The second digit indicates the floor. Example: 1223 LHOB is on the second floor of Longworth.

Any three-digit room number is in Cannon (CHOB)
First St. and Independence Ave. SE
The first digit indicates the floor. Example: 927 CHOB is on the third floor of Cannon.